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Review
Goofy is right! Silly humor and ingenious penguin questions and answers abound in this first
through third grade early reader comic.
Because I believe that educators and students will surely find many likable, silly snippets about
penguins on their own in A Goofy Guide to Penguins I'll share two of my favorites just to help
readers better understand the craft and structure of this early reader comic.
1. On page 12, panel 1 the question is: "How do penguins know that they reached the South
Pole?" The answer: The next panel supplies the punchline. And so on and so one with this
double-panel-punch format until all the goofy penguin knowledge is shared.
2. On page 19, panel 1 the question is: "The sun shines sideways at the South Pole?" Just like
before, the goofy penguin punchline is delivered in the next panel.
Just as witty as Philippe Coudray's hit Benjamin Bear, A Goofy Guide to Penguins will not only
pleasantly surprise the reader with all of its ingenuity, but also seriously question just how deeply
they have thought about asking questions about penguins, or any other animal for that matter.
Language Arts Elements of Story
Plot(s): The guiding questions in this early reader comic: "What do you know about penguins? Is
what you know fact, fiction, or just plain silly?" The Coudray twins have some clever, laugh-outloud answers for you in A Goofy Guide to Penguins.
Major Characters: Various Penguins, whale, fish
Major Settings: South Pole, On Top of the Ice, Underneath the Ice, Seasons, Swimming in the
Ocean
Major Themes: Instinct, Sticking Together, Facts and Funnies, Clever ("out of the box")
Questions, Behavior, Relationships with Other Animals, Puns

Reading/Literacy Recommendations for Young Adult Readers in Language Arts
Grades 1 – 3
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.6*
Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, including the
difference between first- and third-person narrations.
*The fourth-grade standard Literacy.RL.4.6 encompasses the same standard in grades 1 - 3 so it
is referenced here as symbolic of the ultimate higher grade level goal.
Guided Reading Lesson Idea for Language Arts Readers in Grades 4 – 8
Directions: Choose three of your favorite goofy penguin stories. Draw them in the boxes
provided (with their punchlines).
Choice # 1

Choice #2

Choice #3

Finally, make a list of how your three choices compare (are similar), and / or contrast (are
different).
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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